GOLDMAN SACHS: The GS Guide to Hong Kong
Our Hong Kong office, opened in 1983, recognizes the role of this port territory as a vital financial bridge
for Asia
Hong Kong means ‘fragrant harbor’ in Cantonese
Our Hong Kong offices are in the heart of the city – we have space in Cheung Kong Center and Lee
Gardens
The view of Victoria Harbor from our office is second to none and remains the best perk around
The peak is Hong Kong Island’s highest point, rising 1,300 feet above sea level. The Peak Tram passes the
city’s buildings at an almost impossible gradient!
Through Community TeamWorks we’ve been able to share the experience of the Chinese Opera with
underprivileged children
Eating mooncake during Mid Autumn Festival signifies giving thanks to the harvest and harmonious
unions
Almost 65% of Hong Kong is made up of parks, beaches and mountains
The Hong Kong to Macau Bridge is the world’s longest sea crossing and a modern day wonder
Quotes:
−
−

−

−

“Hong Kong is not just about shopping and dining – it has scenic hiking trails and is easily
accessible” – Francesca, Global Markets
“Having a wellness/fitness center on our floor means I can pop to a gym class at lunch, shower
(blow dry my hair) and be back at my desk within the hour!” – Claire, Human Capital
Management
“Hong Kong is a vibrant combination of local temples, historical buildings and street food; all
sharing space with modern architecture, high-end shops and amazing Michelin star restaurants”
– James, Human Capital Management
“We love the Lion-Dance during Lunar New Year. Request the auspicious Lion to visit your desk
and chew a lettuce to bring about prosperity and luck!” – Gloria, Consumer and Wealth
Management

Our Favorite Foods:
Central and Causeway Bay Districts, where our offices are located, offer a diverse choice of local and
international cuisines
−
−

Dim Sum
Vietnamese Pho

−

Sushi

Our Hidden Gems of Nature Include:
−
−

Lantau Peak, known for spectacular sunrises and its view of the Big Buddha
Clearwater Bay. Sparkline blur waters and pristine sand – ‘positively tropical’

See yourself here. Click the apply button on our students or professionals pages to explore opportunities
in Hong Kong and around the world

